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Abstract — As the need of the traffic capacity of
communication systems increases, it becomes key to use
channel resources more efficiently in designing of new
personal communication systems. In wireless mobile
communication systems, the radio spectrum is limited source.
However, efficient use of such limited spectrum, that must be
shared by several users. The use of available channels has
been shown to improve the system channels to cells in such
way as to minimize call blocking probability or call dropping
probability and also maximize the quality of service. In this
paper attempts are made to reduce call blocking probability
by designing Hybrid channel allocation (HCA) which is a
combination of Fixed channel allocation and Dynamic
channel allocation(DCA).
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I. INTRODUCTION

A cellular system divides a geographical communication
area divides into smaller region called cells, which are
usually hexagonal for analytical and experimental
purposes. A typical mobile network environment consists
of cells, each of which is serviced by a base station (BS)
located at the center of the cell. The BS provides a
connection end point for the roaming mobile hosts
(MHs)[1].The BS is interconnected by wired or wireless
media. The channel allocation problem deals with the
allocation of frequency channels of the given network to
the MHs. Two important concepts in channel allocation
are cellular reuse of channels and handoff. The
fundamental and elegant concept of cells relies on the
channel, the usage of the same channel by different MHs
separated by a minimum distance without interfering with
each other. Handoff occurs when a user moves from the
coverage area of one BS to the adjacent one while it is still
involved in communication.

A channel allocation algorithm consists of two phases:
1) channel acquisition and 2) channel selection[2],[3]. The
task of the channel acquisition phase it collect the
information of free available channels from the
interference cells and ensure that the two cells within the
minimum reuse distance do not share the same channel.
The channel selection phase deals with the selection of a
channel from the available free channels to get better
channel utilization in terms of channel reuse. Fixed
channel allocation (FCA) [4] and dynamic channel
allocation (DCA) are well known schemes. In FCA, the
area is divided into the number of cells and number of
channels are assigned to each cell according to some reuse

pattern and considering interference depending on desired
signal quality as shown in Fig 1.

Fig.1. FCA strategy, a-g denote different sort of channels
permanently assigned to cells.

This approach is easier to implement but is inefficient,
because the traffic load varies from time to time.DCA
dynamically allocates the channels. In the condition of
fixed traffic load and blocking probability, the application
of DCA would give approximately 10% additional [5], [6]
channel resources improvement compared with the fixed
channel allocation(FCA).To overcome these schemes total
number of channels are divided into two sets: fixed set
(same as FCA scheme) and dynamic set(same as DCA
scheme). In order to improve the performance and
efficiency of our system, first we consider HCA strategy
for channel allocation. Secondly to avoid the call blocking
of new calls and dropping of handoff calls, queuing
technique is applied to HCA strategy for still better
performance of the cellular wireless networks. In this, the
MSC will queue the new call requests and handoff call
requests before allocating the channel instead of rejecting
them, if the cell site is busy. The queuing technique is
effective only when the new call requests and handoffs
call requests are arrived at the MSC in batches or bundles.
If the call requests are arriving uniformly, then queuing
technique is not needed. In practical situations, calls are
arrived to MSC or BSC in bundles during the busy hours.
Hence queuing is the essential process to avoid call block-
ing and dropping in the cellular wireless networks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In our model we use a 3 cell cluster system, i.e.,
channel may be used concurrently in cells that are two
hops away from each other. For example, in Figure 2, we
can use the same channel in both cells c32 and c34

concurrently. In Figure 2, the cells c23,c24,c32,c42 and c43

are neighbors of c33.Within such a neighborhood, a group
can be assigned to two cells at the same time as long as
those cells are neighbors of each other. However, within
a cluster of three cells all of whom are neighbors of the
others, a group cannot be assigned to two of them
concurrently.
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There are two types of channels: (1) control channels,
and (2) communication channels. Control channels consist
of forward set-up channels and reverse set-up channels.
While forward set-up channels carry data from BSs to
MHs. To initiate a communication session with MHj, MHi

contacts it base station (Bi), which then connects to the
appropriate base station (Bj) through the wired network.
The base station Bj then initiates the communication
session with MHj located in same cell as Bj. Both base
stations try to find free channels in their cell. If there is no
free channel in one of the cells, then a communication
session [7],[8]will not be set-up. If both MHj and MHi are
located in the same cell as the base station Bj, then Bj tries
to find two free channels. After the communication is
terminated by either one of the mobile hosts, both
channels can be freed to be used by other mobile hosts.

III. ALGORITHM

The channel request can be accommodated from the first
group (B) by setting K=0.
1. When a mobile host wants to initiate a call, it has to
send a channel request on the control channel to its request
base station. If the base station has an available channel
from first group (B), it will assign a channel to mobile
host.
2. If no channel from the first group(B) is available, then
base station updates the value of (K).
K=K+1, K=0+1
K=Max(K,M)
3. The base station then sends a request to borrow a
channel from the central pool located at MSC[9]. It also
includes the current value and maximum value of
(K).when K is 1 and M is 5.The MSC on receiving
channel request from the base stations assign up to the (K)
channels if available from dynamic pool.
4. When the base station successfully acquires channel
from the dynamic pool at MSC, it also adds a channel to
its temporary pool (T).
5. When a call terminates on a channel at a mobile host,
the base station needs to find out which type of channel
the call belonged to.
6. If channel is belonged to dynamic pool at MSC the base
station estimated position in the cell.

Fig.2. A cellular system

In this algorithm, the most important parameter, call
blocking probability is considered. As each cell in the
system is supposed to be the same, the call blocking
probability for each cell is also the same, which can be
obtained by the Erlang B formula as below

Pb(FCA)= ! ! (1)

where A is the total traffic load of the cell and k is the
number of usable duplex channels which is allocated to the
cell by FCA strategy[10]. The number of the total cells in
the system is N.The total number of available channels in
the cluster is M, which equals k times N. The average
blocking probability under the basic DCA principle can be
obtained

Pb(DCA)=
( )( )

( )! ( )! (2)

where A is the average traffic load in each cell, N is the
cluster size, and k is the number of available channels in
each cell in the case of Fixed Channel Allocation.

The blocking probability under HCA principle can be
obtained

Pb(HCA)=
[( ) ]( )

([ ] )! ([ ] )! (3)
Bandwidth utilization is also another parameter that

shows the utilization of spectrum with increase in number
of users = ( )( )( )( ) (4)

Util is the system utilization, T is the average call
duration time.

The equation (4) relates the arrival rate with bandwidth
utilization. Another parameter called delay probability is
used to calculate the probability of a call being in wait
state before allocating the channel. This is given by Erlang
C formula.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The Network model assumed for the simulation purpose
is of cluster size N=4 and N=8[11]. The number of
channels allocated to each cell is 12 (k=12). The traffic
load is being varied and the blocking probability is
calculated from the equations (1), (2) and (3) for FCA,
DCA and HCA with different cluster size as shown in
Fig.3.

Fig.3. Comparison of FCA, DCA and HCA with N=4 and
N=8 with k=12
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Fig.4. Delay probabilities Vs traffic load for(k=13)

Fig.5. HCA variation of different FC:DC ratio

Fig.6.BW utilization Vs call duration for different values
of lambda

Fig.7. BW utilization Vs call arrival rate for different
values of T

The Fig 3 shows Blocking probability using HCA is in
between FCA and DCA for the same cluster size. The Fig
4 shows the delay probabilities with increase in traffic
load. As the load increases the delay is also increased. The
delay probability in HCA is more than DCA but less than
FCA. It accounts to the fact that the channels are not
permanently assigned to the users and they are retained in
DCA strategy.

The Fig 5 shows the blocking probability curves of
HCA strategy with different FC: DC ratio’s. Using HCA
call blocking probability reduces for increase in traffic
load is less than FCA and more than DCA independently.
The Fig 6 shows BW utilization Vs call duration for
different values of lambda. The Fig7 shows Bandwidth
utilization Vs call arrival rate for different values of T.

V. CONCLUSION

A HCA method uses co-channel as criterion and tries to
reduce call blocking probability by assigning co-channels
to cells those placed in central pool. In this paper for HCA
the channel are divided into two sets and one set for fixed
channel and other for dynamic channels. Based on this
ratio of channels the blocking probability is calculated and
it is observed that as number of dynamic channels
increases the call blocking probability is reduced. The
main advantage of this method is that HCA reduces
blocking probability than FCA at lower traffic load and
DCA at higher traffic loads. Further the Delay and
Blocking probabilities of FCA, DCA and HCA are
compared for the same cluster size. HCA is necessary to
complement our simulation study and to make the channel
management more effective. Since the best channel
allocation strategy is to adapt dynamically with respective
to various workload of the system, research on correlating
hybrid channel allocation problem with the system
workload is necessary.
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